How to play...

What’s in the Box?
Echo Microphone, audio CD, jumbo sparkly die (green number die), 8-sided die (clear number die), 12-sided die (blue number die), six-color die, game board, 7 Song cards, 4 Rock Star pawns and stands, 30 Fans! cards, 16 music gear pieces, 50 Actionland cards, and 50 Triviaville cards.

Object of the Game
Earn music gear (drums, bass, guitar, and microphone) by going around the game board and successfully completing Triviaville and Actionland cards. Earn fans by successfully completing Actionland cards and by landing on the New Fans! spaces. First player to earn 100 fans and all the gear and get to the green arrow space wins the game and gets to perform using the microphone and included CD!

Setting up the Game
1. Place the Triviaville cards, Actionland cards, and Fans! cards face down near the center of the game board.
2. Stack the music gear pieces by kind face up and near the center of the game board.
3. Place the blue number die, clear number die, green number die, and six-color die near the center of the game board.
4. Place the Echo Microphone, CD, and Song cards (face down) to the side of the game board. You will need these when a player wins the game.
5. Each player selects a Rock Stars pawn and places it in a black character stand.
6. Each player places their pawn on the start space on the game board.
7. The youngest player takes the green number die and goes first.

Tell us what you think!
www.haywiregroup.com
What to Do on Your Turn

- Always start your turn by rolling the green number die and moving your pawn that many spaces clockwise around the game board.
- Perform the action per the space you land on (see below for what to do when you land on the various spaces).
- Your turn is now over and it is the next player’s turn going clockwise.

The Spaces on the Game Board

**Triviaville** - When you land on this space, roll the six-color die and have the player on your left draw a Triviaville card and read you the question matching the color rolled. If you roll white, the reader can choose any trivia question! If you successfully answer the trivia question, follow the directions on the bottom of the card to see what you have earned. Hopefully it’s a piece of gear you need!

**Actionland** - When you land on this space, draw an Actionland card and follow the directions. If successful, follow the directions on the bottom of the card to see what you have earned. Hopefully it’s something you need!

**New Fans!** - When you land on this space, draw a Fans! card. You now have more fans! Congratulations, you are so popular! You should continuously be adding up these cards throughout the game. Remember, you need 100 fans AND all the gear to head to the stage and win!

**Roll Again!** - When you land on this space, roll the die and go again.

**Lose a Turn!** - If you land on this space, your turn is now over and your next turn is skipped. Bummer!

**Green Arrow Space** - If you land on this space, and you have at least 100 fans AND all four pieces of music gear, then head to the stage to perform and win! (See Winning the Game.) Otherwise, your turn is now over.

Winning the Game

Once you have earned at least 100 fans AND all four pieces of music gear, it’s time to get to the green arrow space. You must land exactly on the green arrow space to win.

- Once you land on this space, move your pawn to the stage.
- You have won the game and now it’s time for your winning performance!

Your Winning Performance!

If you don’t have a CD player handy:

- Draw the top Song card. This card has the lyrics for the song you are going to perform.
- Grab the Echo Microphone and sing the song per the lyrics on the Song card. Remember, you are a Rock Star, so pretend you are one during your performance! Rock out! Sing to your fans and claim your fame! You have won the game! Congrats!

If you have a CD player handy:

- Draw the top Song card. This card has the lyrics for the song you are going to perform.
- Decide if you want to sing along (beginner) or sing alone (advanced). Each of these has its own track number as shown on the Song card.
- Place the CD in your CD player and play the track number shown on the Song card.
- Grab the Echo Microphone and sing the song per the lyrics on the Song card and along with the music. Remember, you are a Rock Star, so pretend you are one during your performance! Rock out! Sing to your fans and claim your fame! You have won the game! Congrats!

Other Stuff

- It is possible for more than one player to have at least 100 fans and all four pieces of music gear. It’s now a race to see who can land exactly on the green arrow space to perform and win!
- If you already have the musical instrument that a Triviaville card or Actionland card rewards, then do nothing. Your turn is now over.
- Triviaville cards use the six-color die as shown on the top of the card.
- The top of each Actionland card shows the dice needed to complete the card. Some Actionland cards require no dice.
- If you land on the green arrow space and you do not have at least 100 fans and all the gear, then do nothing. Your turn is now over.
- Remember, it’s all about having fun and pretending you are a Rock Star! Don’t be shy, get out there and perform!